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Magnifying from 1x to 50x, iZoom USB is

perfect for individuals who may use different

computers. iZoom supports eight different

viewing modes with easy cross or circle

pointer locators. It has clear, rendered

text which allows work to be done

quickly and efficiently at any

magnification level. The larger the text,

the clearer it is. 

It is so simple to use with no complicated key

operations to remember. 

iZoom works seamlessly on the internet

giving clear speech output if required and is

compatible with most networks.

iZoom USB is very

portable and will run on

any Windows computer*

with no software installation required!

Checking your emails or surfing the web on the

go is not a problem with iZoom. It can used in

hotels, public libraries, schools, or on other

people’s computers without transferring any

files. Preferences can be saved onto the USB

stick so setting up only needs to be done once.

Other screen magnifiers that offer a USB version

require administrative privileges. Public

computers don't grant installation rights and

installing software onto private computers is not

always welcome.

iZoom USB can be carried with you on a supplied

keyring making it ready to use in seconds on

Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 computers.

There are no license restrictions, no installation

and no administrative rights needed. 

Advanced magnification and
speech software

• Doesn’t install any files on your

computer.

• XP, Vista and Windows 7 compatible.

• All you need is an open USB port.

• No administration rights needed.

• Plug it in and it works automatically, no

keys to press.

• Human like voices as standard

(RealSpeak Serena and Daniel)

• Carry it with you wherever you go.

• Use it in places where normal access

Try it FREE for 30 days at 

www.getizoom.co.uk

Computer magnification and speech

USB



iZoom unique features

Scroll Bars

On the right and across the bottom of the

screen there are two red bars. They indicate the

position of the magnified screen in relation to

the overall x1 screen. They are very useful and

always there but can be turned off if not

required. The colour can also be changed.

Smart Align

When using the internet or in Microsoft Office,

text blocks can be all shapes and sizes. Reading

these can sometimes be difficult but iZoom has

a unique solution to this. Place the mouse

pointer over the text block you want to read

then hold down the left mouse button for 2

seconds without moving the mouse. The text

will be resized in a new window. 

Use the up and down arrow keys to navigate

the text. CTRL+UP and CTRL+DOWN arrow keys

adjust the magnification, and the line length

automatically adjusts to fit the screen width. To

return to the normal screen just move the

mouse.

Why is iZoom better?
There are no complicated key operations to

learn. The basic functions of iZoom are intuitive.

CTRL+UP Arrow and CTRL+DOWN Arrow adjust

the magnification. The rest is easy.

iZoom works without installation. Absolutely

nothing is loaded onto the computer. 

The program settings are kept on the USB stick.

They are automatically restored when the

iZoom stick is run on any computer*.

All minor version updates are FREE.

Extra features
iZoom has a number of extra features that can

be switched on and off as you wish.

Within the iZoom package is a posture

correction utility which alerts you if you are too

close to the screen. This can help to avoid back

and neck problems caused by bad posture.

Dual screen use
Use iZoom with two screens. Four different

options can be selected.

Alternative versions
iZoom is also available on a CD for long term

installation on chosen computers.

For site licences and district licences please

contact your local supplier.

* Minimum System Requirements: 

Windows XP SP2/Vista (32 and 64 bit), Intel 1.6 Ghz

Pentium (or equivalent), 1GB RAM, 15 MB HDD free

Your local supplier:


